Chaplain Frederick Rotzler, for years connected with evangelical work on Blackwell's Island and at the Jerry McAuley Mission and Margaret Strachan Home, has begun a new religious warfare, in which the Gospel is to be shouted to the multitude in a loud voice by means of the megaphone.

With the aid of his megaphone Chaplain Rotzler can spread his teachings broadcast, and his nightly services at the corner of Thirty-second street and Sixth avenue and at the Worth monument have attracted great crowds.

"The first consideration in evangelical work," explained Mr. Rotzler, "is to reach the people, and if this won't do it, nothing will."

The new movement is known as the American Salvation Rescue Army. The army numbers but twenty-five at present and boasts of neither uniforms nor band. When the army grows strong in numbers and in wealth Chaplain Rotzler will carry out his long-cherished idea of dispensing to God's poor both religious instruction and good food.

He wants to build a home where every man and woman willing to work may do something to earn a meal or a bed.

Already he has the promise of $1,000 towards this object—the money to be paid when an additional $25,000 is raised. No collections are taken up at the army meetings, the members of the organization being self-supporting.